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Abstract 

This thesis is an investigation into two separate problems for trees. 

The first is the length-constrained heaviest path problem for trees (LCHP). Given 

a tree T with weight function w, length function I, and threshold B, we seek the 

path of maximum total weight whose total length is bounded by B. We review 

the solutions of Wu et al (which runs in 0(n log2 n) time) and Kim (which runs in 

O(nlognloglogn) time) before presenting algorithm SLCHP, which solves LCHP 

in O(nlogn) time. This also compares favorably to Kim's solution for the longest 

nonnegative path (LNP). This is an instance of LCHP where w(e) = 1 for all edges e 

and 5 = 0. Kim provides a O(nlogn) time algorithm that solves LNP on fixed-degree 

trees; SLCHP executes on trees of arbitrary degree. 

The second problem is that of maintaining tree attributes through dynamic edge 

insertions and deletions. This is known as a the fully dynamic trees problem. Typical 

tree attributes include tree diameter, maximum subsequence between vertices, and 

the minimum vertex on a path. Another common operation on dynamic trees is 

adding a constant value to the weight of all edges on a given path. We present DS-

trees, which are able to perform all these operations, with worst-case O(logro) time 

edge insertion and deletion. This is comparable to previous solutions to the dynamic 

trees such as ST-trees, ET-trees, and top trees. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Problems 

This thesis investigates two general problems. The first is the length-constrained 

heaviest path problem for trees (LCHP), and the second is the problem of maintaining 

data in fully dynamic trees. 

The length-constrained heaviest path problem (first discussed in [40]) accepts as 

input a tree T, edge weight and length functions w and I, and threshold B, and 

returns the path of maximum total weight such that the total length is constrained 

by B. There have been numerous proposed solutions to LCHP [40, 25], including 

ones for specific sub-problems of LCHP [26]. 

In the dynamic trees problem, a forest of trees is maintained over edge insertions 

and deletions. Because we allow edge deletions, we say the forest is fully dynamic. 

Throughout these operations, certain values are computed and updated in each dy

namic tree (for example, tree diameter). Alternatively, some applications of dynamic 

trees require values to be combined with the tree (for example, adding a constant 

value to all edges in a path). Dynamic trees are used, for example, by solutions to 

the maximum flow problem [22, 37] and by dynamic graph algorithms [5, 16, 39, 23]. 

1.2 Previous Work 

The first solution to LCHP was given by Wu et al in 1999 [40], with time complexity 

0 ( n l o g n). In [25] Kim refines the solution to run in 0(n log n log log n) time. Ad

ditionally, Kim developed an 0{n log n)-time algorithm for the special case of finding 

a longest nonnegative path in a constant degree tree. 

Solutions to the dynamic trees problems include ET-trees [23], ST-trees [32, 33], 

and top trees [5]. ET-trees are relatively simple data structures, but they are only 

1 
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suitable for maintaining subtree-based attributes of dynamic trees. Top trees and ST-

trees are more robust in that they can also handle path-based attributes. However, 

queries on these data structures cause them to modify themselves. This does not 

allow for parallel queries to be efficiently executed, or for users that are restricted 

to read privileges to run queries. SinceAdditionally, it can be cumbersome to design 

algorithms for top trees and ST-trees since they can represent the same tree in many 

different ways. 

1.3 Our contribution 

In Chapter 2, we present an algorithm SLCHP that solves the LCHP for trees in 

O(nlogn) time, a factor log log n improvement over the Kim algorithm. Our method 

also improves the Kim algorithm for the longest nonnegative path in that we can 

handle trees of arbitrary degree within the same time bounds. 

In Chapter 4 we present DS-trees, our own data structure that supports edge in

sertions and deletions in O(logn) time and provides efficient methods for maintaining 

tree diameter, maximum subsequence, the minimal edge on a given path, as well as 

adding a constant value to all edges on a given path. DS-trees decompose their input 

trees into individual paths, but only alter their internal structure on edge insertions 

and deletions. DS-trees also unambiguously partition their underlying trees into a set 

of spines, and therefore retain the structure of their underlying tree to some degree; 

this makes designing novel query algorithms for DS-trees a more intuitive process. 



Chapter 2 

The Length-Constrained Heaviest Pa th for Trees 

2.1 Problem Statement 

Consider an undirected tree T = (V, E), and define functions w(e) and 1(e) to be the 

weight and length of each edge e 6 E, respectively. For any path path(u, v) between 

vertices u and v, we define the path weight w(path(u, v)) = Y^e&path{u,v) w(e) a n d path 

length l(path(u,v)) — Yleepath(uv)Ke)- The length-constrained heaviest path for T is 

then defined as follows [40]: 

Definition 1. Given a tree T = (V, E) with edge weights w(e) and edge lengths 1(e), 

and a real number B, then the length-constrained heaviest path (LCHP) for T 

is the path P such that 

w(P) = m8ix{w(path(u,v))\l(path(u,v)) < B} 
u,«6V 

and hw(T, w, I, B) denotes the weight of the length-constrained heaviest path for T. 

LCHP can be used to solve network design problems on tree networks, where 

the edge weights represent bandwidth and the lengths represent link costs [40]. A 

special case of LCHP, called the longest nonnegative path (LNP), has applications in 

computational molecular biology and bioinformatics [4]. An example of LCHP with 

B = 0 is shown in Figure 2.1. 

Definition 2. Given a tree T = (V, E) with arbitrary edge weights w(e), the longest 

nonnegative path (LNP) for T is the path P with the greatest number of edges such 

that w(P) > 0. 

The first solution to LCHP was presented by Wu et al in [40]. Their algorithm had 

time complexity 0(n log2 n). Since then, Kim has presented two refinements to their 

algorithm. The first solves LNP for trees with fixed degree vertices in 0(n log n) time 

3 
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Figure 2.1: An instance of LCHP. Edges are labeled with [weight, length) pairs and 
B is set to 0. 

[26]. The second solves LCHP in 0(n log n log log n) time [25]. We improve on all 

these in results in 2.5 with SLCHP, an <9(n.logn) time algorithm that solves LCHP 

for arbitrary trees. SLCHP is presented in Section 2.5. 

2.2 Applications of LCHP 

The length-constrained heaviest path problem was initially conceived as a problem 

in network design [40]. For instance, when choosing paths to construct in a potential 

network, we may want to maximize bandwidth while constraining the total cost. 

More generally, the length-constrained heaviest segment is frequently computed 

in the area of bioinformatics and computational molecular biology. For instance, it is 

used to identify GC-rich regions of the DNA strand. In all organisms, GC base pairs 

compose between 25 and 75% of the DNA strand. Nekrutenko et al [29] showed that 

genes are predominantly found in these GC-rich regions. Hence, the identification of 

such regions is important in the area of genome annotation and comparative genomics. 

To measure the GC-richness of a region, Huang [24] used the expression x — pl, where 

x is the GC count of a region, I is the region's length, and p is a positive penalty 

ratio. Essentially, each G or C nucleotide is "rewarded" (1 — p), and each A or T 

nucleotide is "penalized" by p. The length constraint is specified by a cutoff value L 

used to eliminate extremely short optimal regions. 
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In multiple sequence alignments, conserved regions (subsequences that occer in 

each sequence) are strong candidates for functional elements. Stojanovic et al [34, 35] 

present several methods for analyzing a previously computed multiple sequence align

ment to find highly conserved regions. These methods are based around assigning a 

positive numerical score to each column of the alignment, and searching for sequences 

of columns with high cumulative scores. Since all scores are positive, to avoid report

ing the entire alignment as a conserved region, we now constrain the maximum length 

of the conserved sequence. 

In [28], Lin et al present a 0(n log L) time algorithm for computing the length-

constrained heaviest segment, where L is the minimum allowed length. 

2.3 Previous Work 

Because Wu's algorithm (Wu-LCHP) and SLCHP share some structural similarity, 

we begin with an outline of Wu's. For the sake of completeness we also briefly 

talk about the structure of Kim's algorithms for LCHP and LNP (Kim-LCHP and 

Kim-LNP, respectively). Before we start, however, we introduce the concept of tree 

decompositions, which are used by both Wu-LCHP algorithm and SLCHP. 

2.3.1 Hierarchical Decomposition of Trees 

Definition 3. A general decomposition of tree T, denoted D(T), is a collection of 

subtrees ofT such that 

1. Te D(T) 

2. For all T1; T^ £ D(T) either Ta and T% are disjoint, or one is strictly contained 

in the other. 

The depth of a decomposition is the maximum cardinality of H C D(T) such that 

H = {7^, T2, ...,Tk\Tx C T2 C . . . C Tfc}. 

It is important to define the depth of a tree decomposition, since it directly influ

ences the running time of our algorithm. A common tree decomposition that is used 



is the centroid decomposition [14]. 
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Definition 4. A centroid of a tree T is a vertex x whose removal results in a set 

of subtrees T\,...,Tk such that for all 1 < i < k, \T{\ < \T\/2 (where \T\ denotes the 

number of vertices in T). 

Any tree T has at least one centroid [14]. Let T(v) denote the set of subtrees 

formed by removing vertex v from T. A centroid decomposition CD(T) is formed by 

starting with {T}, finding its centroid x, and adding T(x) to the set of components. 

This procedure is applied on each tree in CD(T) until the components added are single 

vertices. The depth of CD{T) is O(logn) [14]. Note that a centroid decomposition 

can be represented by a (rooted) tree where each node corresponds to a subtree of T. 

This is known as the decomposition tree. The depth of this tree is equal to the depth 

of CD(T). This is illustrated in Figure 2.2. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.2: A tree (a) and the decomposition tree associated with its centroid decom
position (b). 

2.3.2 Review of Wu-LCHP 

Wu-LCHP accepts as input a tree T and constructs a decomposition tree of CD(T). 

It then processes the decomposition tree in a bottom-up fashion, starting with the 

leaves, which correspond to individual vertices of T. The centroid decomposition tree 

for the example in Figure 2.1 can be seen in Figure 2.3. 
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a e f h i 

Figure 2.3: The centroid decomposition tree associated with the instance of LCHP 
in Figure 2.1 

If v is a vertex in the decomposition tree, let Tv represent the subtree of T it 

represents. For each vertex v of the decomposition tree, the algorithm computes the 

local solution hw(Tv,w,l,B) as well a list of all paths in Tv terminating at its root 

that is sorted by length. This list is denoted Lv. 

When Tv is a leaf of T, this is trivial to compute. When v has children vo,...,Vk 

in the decomposition tree, the situation is more complex. Wu-LCHP finds the best 

solution of LCHP passing through the root of Tv. This solution is then checked against 

the solutions for Tvo,... ,T„fc, and the best one is passed upwards. This is done as 

follows. For each list LVi, the path from the root of TVi to the root of Tv is appended 

to each list element. LVi remains in sorted order. Next, all such lists LVi are merged 

together into Lv, which is then re-sorted by length. 

For every path P G Lv, the associated paths PQ and Pi are defined as follows. 

P0 = max{w(Q)|Q G Lv, l(Q) < l(P)} 

Pi — ma,x{w(Q)\Q G Lv, l(Q) < l(P) and Q, P0 are in different subtrees of Tv} 

Once this has been computed, the algorithm selects for every path P G Lv path 

Q of greatest length such that l(Q) + l(P) < B. Then, depending on which subtree 

of Tv P is in, either path PQo or PQ\ is the length-constrained path of greatest 

weight containing path P . This is computed for every path P in Lv, and the path of 

maximum weight is stored. 
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Constructing the centroid decomposition of T takes 0(n) time, sorting the list Lv 

takes O(nlogn) time, and scanning Lv to find the best path running through the root 

of Tv takes 0(n) time. Suppose T has centroid c. Let Q(n) denote the time complexity 

of the Wu algorithm on input of size n. Hence, Q(n) = 0(n\ogn)-\-Yli&chiid{c) Qi\Ti\)-

Since \Ti\ < \ and Eiechiid{c) \Ti\ = n - 1, Q{n) = 0(nlog2 n) [40]. The requirement 

that Lv be re-sorted at every step is a bottleneck that increases the run-time of the 

algorithm by a factor of log n. 

2.3.3 Review of Kim-LCHP 

Kim-LCHP also constructs a centroid decomposition, but it first transforms T into a 

binary tree T". Thus, any centroid of T' has at most 3 children. Kim-LCHP is able 

combine these three solutions in O(nloglogn) time, which reduces the run-time to 

0(n log n log log n) [25]. 

2.3.4 Review of the Kim-LNP 

The Kim-LNP algorithm accepts a fixed-degree tree T and function w(e), which 

assigns weights to edges in T. It then finds the path P that has the maximum 

number of edges with ^ e e Pw)(e) > 0. Again, a centroid decomposition of T is 

processed bottom-up. This is a special case of LCHP where the weight function 
wLCHp{e) = 1) lengthfunctionlLCHP = —w(e), and B = 0. 

For every subtree Tj formed by removing the current centroid c, Kim-LNP com

putes the path c to the centroid maximizing w(P) for every possible path length. 

Since length is defined as number of edges, the maximum possible length is |Tj| — 1. 

Once this has been computed, so-called dominated paths are eliminated from this list. 

Path P is dominated by path Q if Q is of greater length and weight. Once these 

paths are eliminated, the remainder are stored in an array L,. These arrays are then 

scanned to find the longest nonnegative path containing c in the same manner as in 

the Wu-LCHP. When this path is found, it is compared to the solutions passed up 

from below, and the best one is retained. All this is done in 0(n) time, and hence 

the running time of the entire algorithm is 0(n log n) [26]. 
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2.4 The Spine Decomposition of Trees 

A major weakness of the centroid decomposition is that there is no control on the path 

between a centroid and centroids on the level below or above in the decomposition -

for example, vertices ca and q, in Figure 2.2. SLCHP utilizes the spine decomposition 

of a tree, first introduced by Benkoczi et al in [8]. 

A spine decomposition is built around spines, or paths from the root of a tree 

to a leaf. First, without loss of generality assume that T is a rooted binary tree. If 

T has no root, we can arbitrarily assign one. If T is not binary, we can transform 

it into a binary tree by adding 0(n) nodes and zero-length, zero-weight edges [36]. 

This process is known as ternarization. This transformed tree is denoted by T'. We 

denote the spine decomposition of a tree T with SD(T). 

Lemma 1. Suppose (T,w,l,B) is an instance of LCHP, where T is an arbitrary 

tree. Let T' denote the rooted binary transformation ofT. Given vertices u,v € T', 

we define functions w', V as follows: 

[ w(u,v) if(u,v) is an edge inT 
w (u,v) = < 

[ 0 otherwise 

[ l(u,v) if (u,v) is an edge inT 
l(u,v) = < 

[ 0 otherwise 

Then, hw(T,w,l,B) = hw(T',w',l',B). 

Proof. Since all edges in T' \ T have 0 weight and 0 length, any path in T has a 

corresponding path of identical weight and length in T", and vice-versa. • 

For the remainder of this section, we assume T is a binary tree with n nodes and 

root TT- T(V) the subtree of T rooted at v. 

The number of descended leaves from vertex v, denoted Ni(v), is the number of leaf 

nodes in T that have v as an ancestor. The spine n(rT, I) = {i>o = TT, I>I, • • •, Vk = 1} 

is chosen such that if Vi is a spine node with children U{ and Vj+i, then Vi+\ 6 7r(ry, I) 

if and only if Ni(vi+i) > Ni(ui). In other words, the next edge in a spine is always 
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chosen to be the one with the most leaves descended from it. Next, we recursively 

compute the spine decompositions for each subtree T(ui) rooted at a node Ui adjacent 

to n(rT,l)-

However, in certain trees, a spine can be of length 0(n). Consider an algorithm 

that processes SD(T) bottom-up. Gathering information from that many subtrees 

in one level of the recursion is cumbersome and impractical. This is circumvented 

by building a binary search tree on top of every spine. The leaves of the BST are 

nodes on the spine. To build the BST with root x on spine TT = {v0,..., vk}, denote 

X(vi) = Ni(T(ui)), where it, is the child of Vi that is not in -K. If u^ does not exist, 

\{vi) = 1. Compute m such that | Y17i=o) ^ivi) ~ Yl<i=m+i) ^(vi)\ 1S minimized, and 

then recursively compute the BSTs for node x\ with spine {v0,. • • ,vm} and node 

x2 with spine {vm+i,... ,Vk}. Minimizing this difference balances the search tree by 

weight. x\ and x-i are then assigned as the left and right child of x, respectively. 

Consequently, a spine node with many descended leaves will be closer to the root of 

the binary search tree. The spine decomposition of the tree T in Figure 2.4 is shown 

in Figure 2.5. It is important to note that SD(T) includes every vertex and edge in 

T. 

T root 
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Figure 2.5: The spine decomposition SD(T) of the tree T in Figure 2.4. Black 
vertices and solid lines represent nodes and edges of T. White vertices and dashed 
edges represent the binary search trees. From this diagram, we see that all nodes in 
T are also in SD{T). 

SD(T) can be computed in 0(n) time. The resulting decomposition tree is of 

height O(logn) and has 0(n) vertices [8]. Note that the height of this tree is inde

pendent of the height of T. We denote SSD as the root of the search tree of the first 

spine in SD(T). SSD is the root of the decomposition tree of T. 

2.5 SLCHP: Our Novel Algorithm 

Our algorithm is presented in three parts. For readability, we compute only the weight 

of the heaviest path. However, it is a simple modification to compute the path itself, 

as well. 

Initially, LCHPsolve (Algorithm 1) pre-processes T by converting it to a rooted 

binary tree T" and computing the spine decomposition SD(T'). In otherwords, it 

computes the transformation illustrated in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5. It then initiates 

the recursion by calling recurseLCHP (Algorithm 2). However, before we describe 

recurseLCHP, we need some notation: 

• If v is a node of a binary search tree, left(v) is the left child of v. right(v) is 
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• If v is a node of a binary search tree, leftmost(v) defines the spine node found 

by repeatedly traversing the left edge from v. rightmost(v) is defined analo

gously. If v is a spine node, leftmost(v) = rightmost(v) = v. In Figure 2.5, 

leftmost(ssD) = root and rightmost(ssD) — d. We adopt the convention that 

leftmost always points towards the head of the spine. 

• When discussing recurseLCHP (Algorithm 2) and BSTnode (Algorithm 3), 

we may refer to rooted binary tree T" as T. The notation can be simplified 

since both of these algorithms are oblivious as to whether T was pre-processed 

or not. 

We now outline algorithms 2 and 3. recurseLCHP solves LCHP for the subtree 

of the decompos i t ion t r e e of SD(T) tha t is denoted by a node x in the tree. 

2.5.1 recurseLCHP 

When processing SD(T), there are three cases to consider. The first case is when 

the current node x being processed is a leaf of T. In Figure 2.5, these correspond 

to vertices a,b,c,d,e, f, and g. The second case is where x is not a leaf, yet is still 

a spine vertex. This corresponds to the remaining black vertices in Figure 2.5. The 

final case is when £ is a search node of SD(T), or a white node in Figure 2.5. 

In addition to solving LCHP, recurseLCHP also returns two length-sorted lists 

of paths in the subtree. One list is of all paths that terminate at leftmost(x), the 

other is of all paths that terminate at rightmost(x). These paths are denoted X and 

Y, respectively. In the first case, where x is a leaf of T, these lists are empty and the 

solution to LCHP is — oo (recurseLCHP, line 6). 

In the second case, where X IS ct (non-leaf) spine node, the situation is more 

complex. If deg(x) = 2 we can treat x as if it is a leaf of T. Otherwise, we must first 

recurse on the subtree of SD(T) rooted at node y, the child of x that is not in the 

current spine. We take the list of paths returned and append edge(:r, y) to all of them, 

adjusting path weight/length accordingly (the list remains sorted) (recurseLCHP, 

lines 13-15). If any of these new paths are a better solution to LCHP than the one 
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returned by the recursive call, we record that (recurseLCHP, line, 16). Note that 

in these cases the left list and the right list will be identical. 

2.5.2 BSTNode 

The most complicated case is the third one, when x is a node in a binary search tree 

above a spine. This is handled by BSTnode (Algorithm 3). 

Definition 5. If v is a node in a binary search tree in SD(T), the subtree ofT that is 

formed by taking the spine segment from leftmost(v) to rightmost(v) and all spines 

incident to it is the subtree ofT that is covered by v, denoted Tv. In Figure 2.5, R 

covers the spine segment from L to d, as well as leaf nodes a, b, and c. 

This is the only case where x is not a node in the original tree T. We solve 

LCHP for the subtree Tx of T. After computing LCHP for left(x) and right(x) 

(denoted L and R, respectively), we look for the maximum length-constrained path 

in Tx passing through edge e = (rightmost(left(x)),leftmost(right(x)). We first 

append e to all the paths in the list R.X and merge with L.Y. This results in a list 

of paths terminating at vertex w = rightmost(left(x)). 

To compute the best path containing e, we first check the current best solution 

against all paths in Tx terminating at w (BSTnode, line 13). We then check all paths 

that contain e using the method of [41]. For each path P that terminates at vertex 

w we first compute the path of maximum weight Q such that w(Q) < w(P) for both 

the left and right subtree of Tx descended from w (BSTnode, lines 14-17). Thus, the 

path starting at some vertex v and passing through e can be quickly calculated by 

first finding the vertex u such that path(u, v) is the path of greatest length passing 

through u,v, and w (BSTnode, line 20). We then replace the segment path(u,v) 

with the heaviest path of lesser or equal length in the appropriate subtree (BSTnode, 

lines 23-26). This path is guaranteed to be the heaviest path passing through w and 

v obeying the length constraint. 

Once the solution for the Tx has been computed, we construct a length-sorted list 

of paths terminating at leftmost(x) and rightmost(x) and pass the solution upwards 

(BSTnode, lines 27-29). 
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Algorithm 1 LCHPsolve 
1: Input: Tree T, weight function w, length function I, threshold B 
2: Output: soln <— hw(T, w, I, B) 

if T is not a rooted binary tree then 
Convert T to a rooted binary tree T". Create w' and /' accordingly 

end if 

6: Construct SD{T') 
7: Output recurseLCHP(SD(T'), sSD,w', I', B).soln 

Algorithm 2 recurseLCHP 
1: Input: Spine decomposition SD(T), node x in SD(T), weight function w, length 

function /, threshold B 
2: Output: soln <— hw(T,w,l,B), X <— length-sorted array of paths in T ending 

at leftmost(x), Y <— length-sorted array of paths in T ending at rightmost(x) 

3: XT := 0 
4: YT := D 
5: if x is a leaf of T then 
6: Return ( -oo,Xr, I T ) 
7: else if a; is a spine node then 
8: if deg(x) = 2 then 
9: Return (-oo,XT,YT) 

10: else 
11: y '•= The child of x that is in the spine below x in SD(T) 
12: z := SSD of the spine decomposition of the subtree of T rooted at y 
13: S := recurseLCHP(SD{T), z, w, I, B) 
14: Append edge (x,y) to all paths in S.X and adjust path weight/length ac

cordingly 
15: Insert path P = ((x,y)) into S.X 
16: Isoln :— meLX.i(zs.x{S.X[i}.weight\S.X[i].length < B} 
17: Return (max{lsoln, S.soln}, S.X, S.X) 
18: end if 

19 
20: 
21 

else if x is a node on a binary search tree then 
Return B ST nodes (SD{T), x, w, I, B) 

end if 



2.5.3 Example 
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Figure 2.6: The spine decomposition of the example tree in Figure 2.1. 

Before analyzing correctness and running-time, we present an example of SLCHP 

on the tree T shown in Figure 2.1. Algorithm SLCHP initially constructs the spine 

decomposition SD(T), which is illustrated in Figure 2.6. SLCHP processes SD(T) 

bottom-up, terminating when vertex S$D is processed. The dependencies for each 

node in SD(T) is illustrated in Figure 2.7. 

At each node we compute a (solution, left, right) tuple. Initially, the solution 

computed at vertices d,e,f,h, and i are (—oo, [],[])• That is, no solution exists and 

the list of paths is empty. For easier reference, the results for each node are tabulated 

at Table 2.1. 

From Figure 2.7, the next nodes to be processed are b, c, and g. At b, there is only 

one path in the subtree being processed (eb). Since it has negative length, it becomes 

the local solution: (2, [eb], [eb]). For spine nodes, the leftmost and rightmost nodes 

are the same, and so the same list is returned twice. Similarly, at g the solution is 
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Algorithm 3 BSTnode 

1: Input: Spine decomposition SD(T), binary search tree node x, weight function 
w, length function I, threshold B 

2: Output: soln <— hw(T, w, I, B), X <— length-sorted array of paths in T ending 
at leftmost(x), Y <— length-sorted array of paths in T ending at rightmost(x) 

P:=[] 
XT, YT :— [] 
L := recurseLCHP(SD(T), left(x), w, I, B) 
R := recurseLCHP{SD(T), right(x), w, I, B) 
Let It and rt denote the left and right children of x, respectively 
e := edge(rightmost(lt),leftmost(rt)) 
Append edge e to all paths in R.X, and merge L.Y and R.X into list P 
Insert the path consisting of the single edge e into P such that the list remains 
in sorted order 
Isoln :— max{L.soln, R.soln} 

Let n denote the number of elements in P 
Isoln := {Isoln,ma,Xi<i<n{P[i].weight\P[i].length < B}} 
for all i such that 1 < i < n do 

6est[i] := P[cx] such that P[a].weight = maxi<j<i{P[j].weight} 

otherbest[i] :— P\J3] such that P[(3].weight = maxi<j<i{P[j].weight} and path 
P[P] and P[a] do not share any edges. If no such a exists, otherbest[P] :— —oo 

end for 
j :=n 
for i = 1 to n do 

while P[i].length + P\j].length > B do 

3 := J - 1 
end while 
if j < 1 then 

break 
end if 
if P[i] and best[j] share one or more edges (and thus cannot be concatenated) 
then 

Isoln := meix{lsoln, P[i].weight + best[j].weight} 
else 

Isoln := m&x{lsoln, P[i].weight + otherbest[j].weight} 
end if 

end for 
Append path(leftmost(lt),leftmost(rt)) to all paths in R.X, and merge R.X 
and L.X into X?. 

33: Append path{rightmost(lt),rightmost{rt)) to all paths in L.Y, and merge L.Y 
and R.Y into YT 

34: Return (Isoln, XT, YT) 
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Figure 2.7: A dependency tree for SLCHP for the nodes of SD(T) in Figure 2.6. 

Vertex 

d 
e 

f 
h 
i 
b 

9 
c 
Z 
Y 
a 
X 

Solution 
— oo 
— oo 
—oo 
—oo 
—oo 

2 
1 

—oo 
3 
3 
3 
3 

Left List 
-

-

-

-

-

eb 
hg 

fc 
eb,db 
hg,ig 

dba, eba, ba 
cgh, eg, cf, cgi 

Right List 
-

-

-

-
-

eb 
hg 

fc 
ebd, bd 
hgi,gi 

dba, eba, ba 
hgi,cgi,gi,fcgi 

Table 2.1: The solution computed for each vertex of SD(T) (Figure 2.6) by the 
algorithm SLCHP. 

(1, [hg], [hg]). However, at c, the path fc has overall positive length, hence there is 

still no solution, so (—oo, [fc], [fc]) is returned. 

The next nodes to be processed are Z and Y. For Z, the path (db) is added to 
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the list for node d, and so the path list for Z is [eb, db]. Scanning this list results 

in solution ebd, and the tuple (3, [eb, db], [ebd, bd]) is returned. Similarly, for Y the 

path gi is appended to the path list at i, and the solution at g is hgi. Therefore, 

(3, [hg,ig], [hgi,gi]) is returned. 

We can now process node a, which appends edge ab to the path list of Z. At a, 

the solution remains 3 (ebd), and (3, [dba, eba, ba], [dba, eba, ba\) is returned. 

The final two nodes to be processed are X and SSD- At X, eg is appended to 

the left list Y and merged with c. This results in the list of paths [cgh,cg,cf,cgi], 

and the solution 3 (fgh). For S$D, ac is appended to the left list for X and merged 

with a, resulting in the list of paths [acgh, acg, acf, acgi, abd, abe, ab]. Scanning this 

for the best pair of paths yields ebacgh which has weight 9 and length -1 . This is the 

solution of LCHP on tree T. 

2.5.4 Analysis of SLCHP 

Theorem 1. Algorithm LCHP runs in time 0(nlogri), where n is the number of 

vertices in T. 

Proof. T can be transformed into a binary tree with 0(n) nodes and edges in 0(n) 

time [36], and the spine decomposition (of size 0(n)) can be constructed in 0(n) 

time [8]. Therefore, TLCHp{n) = 0(ri)+TrecurseLCHp(n). For TrecurseLCHp{n), we will 

consider total cost per node processed. 

Consider vertex x in the tree. Trivially, when x is processed at a leaf node of 

SD(T), thecost is 0(1). At a spine node of degree 3, an edge is appended to the 

path from the root to x, and then it is checked against the current solution to LCHP 

(recurseLCHP, lines 11-17). This also costs O(l) time. 

At a BST node, x is merged into a combined list, and then checked against the 

current solution. Depending on which subtree x is in, the path from x to the root 

may be extended, but in either case the cost remains the same. While computing 

best and otherbest for 1 < i < n, we can remember and update the best path found 

so far, so x is checked a constant number of times (BSTnode,\ines 14-16). In the 

nested loops, x is visited exactly twice (when it is indexed by i and j) (BSTnode, 

lines 19-20). Therefore, the total cost for x is again O(l). 
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Since the depth of a spine decomposition is O(logn) [8], x appears in O(logn) 

subtrees of SD(T). Therefore, with n vertices, the analysis yields 

TLcHp{n) = 0(n)+ TrecurseLCHP(n) 

= 0(n) + 0(n log n) 

= 0(n log n) 

• 

Theorem 2. Algorithm LCHP correctly computes hw(T,w,l,B). 

Proof. It suffices to show that every path in T is checked by the algorithm. Consider 

an arbitrary path P = { « , . . . , v) in T. Let Q = {w,..., z} be the segment of P 

on the highest spine in SD(T). Denote this spine S. For instance, in Figure 3, if 

P = gbch, Q = be, and S = abed. Let y be the lowest common ancestor of w and z in 

the binary search tree over S. P is checked by LCHP when y is processed. • 

Corollary 1. Algorithm LCHP also solves the LNP problem for trees of arbitrary 

degree in time O(nlogra). 

Proof. LNP is a special case of LCHP. • 



Chapter 3 

Fully Dynamic Trees 

3.1 Problem Statement 

In dynamic trees problems, attributes for a forest of trees are maintained as it changes 

over time via edge insertions and deletions. An edge insertion connects the leaf of 

one tree to the root of another; an edge deletion splits one tree into two by removing 

an edge (see Figure 3.1). Because we are allowing for edge deletions, these trees are 

referred to as fully dynamic. Typical operations on fully dynamic trees include main

taining tree diameter, finding the minimum cost edge on a path, adding a constant 

weight to the cost of all edges on a path, or finding the maximum subsequence of a 

path. 

Figure 3.1: Edge deletions (above) and insertions (below) in trees 

In the remainder of this chapter we discuss previous solutions and applications 

of the dynamic trees problem. In Chapter 4 we present our own solution to the dy

namic trees problem, DS-trees, which we then use to solve the maximum subsequence 

20 
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problem, which is a new problem on dynamic trees. 

3.2 Previous Work 

There are several well-known data structures addressing the dynamic trees problem 

in O(logn) time per update. In each case, an arbitrary tree is transformed into 

a balanced one, via a number of different methods. Sleator and Tarjan's ST-trees 

[32, 33] was one of the earliest solutions. ST-trees partition the underlying tree 

into vertex-disjoint paths, and represents each one with a binary tree. ET-trees, 

introduced by Henzinger et al in [23], represent the dynamic tree with an Euler tour 

(a tour that traverses each edge twice, once in each direction). 

/ \ rake(x) 

* k —* 
Figure 3.2: An example of a rake operation. 

compress(y) 

^ 

Figure 3.3: An example of a compress operation. 

The final class of data structures for dynamic trees are based on tree contractions, 

which utilize rake (leaf removal) and compress (degree two vertex removal) operations, 

as illustrated in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. Each instance of these operations creates a 

cluster that stores information about the removed vertices. Frederickson's topology 

trees [15, 16, 17] and Acar et al's RC-trees [1, 2] use rake and compress operations. 

However, maintaining tree data during rake and compress operations is cumbersome, 

which led Alstrup et al to introduce top trees [5], a refinement of topology trees. Top 
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trees provide an interface hiding the rake/compress operations. Topology trees and 

top trees are both designed for dynamic trees of fixed degree, and extending them to 

handle arbitrary trees via ternarization is cumbersome and adds extra depth to the 

data structure. In [39], Tarjan et al introduce self-adjusting top trees which handle 

arbitrary trees without ternarization. However the run-time of edge insertion and 

deletion algorithms are now reduced to amortized O(logn). We briefly describe each 

method and discuss the types of problems on dynamic trees they are used to solve, 

before presenting our solution to the dynamic trees problem, DS-trees [11], in Chapter 

4. 

3.2.1 ST-trees 

ST-trees partition the edges of the dynamic tree T into solid and dashed edges. For 

each vertex v, size(v) is defined to be the number of vertices in T descended from 

v. An edge (v, w) in T is marked solid if and only if 2 • size(v) > size(w). All other 

edges are dashed. Solid edges define a set of solid paths partitioning the vertices of 

T. If some vertex has no incident solid edge it is a one-vertex path. Solid paths 

are illustrated in Figure 3.4. The data structure provides function expose(v) that 

repartitions T such that there is a unique solid path connecting v to the root of T. This 

allows the user to manipulate this path in some manner. Note that expose converts 

solid edges to dashed and vice-versa, and may violate the size condition. Thus, ST-

trees also provide a conceal function to rectify the damage caused by expose. Other 

functions for ST-trees include concatenate, which combines two paths by inserting an 

edge between them, and split, which partitions a path by removing all edges incident 

to a vertex v in the path. Link and cut operations are implemented via sequences of 

expose, conceal, concatenate, and split. 

To achieve amortized O(logn) time per update, every solid path is represented by 

a splay tree [33], a self-balancing binary search tree that also provides fast access to 

recently accessed items. These trees are then all connected to form a large virtual tree 

representing the underlying dynamic tree. A splay tree-based implementation does 

not require the conceal operation. To achieve worst-case O(logn) time per update, 

a globally-biased search tree is used. However, in [38], the authors admit that this 
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solution is prohibitively difficult to implement. 

ST-trees associate a numerical cost with every vertex that is retrieved via the 

findcost operation. It is through these costs that information about the dynamic 

tree is maintained and manipulated. Sleator et al are able to compute a variety of 

tree attributes in 0(\ogn) time per operation, such as nearest common ancestor and 

minimum cost vertex on a path. They also provide a method for adding a constant 

cost x to all edges on a given path [32]. 

Figure 3.4: An example of a solid path in a tree. 

3.2.2 ET-trees 

ET-trees represent a rooted tree T by its Euler tour which is defined as follows [23]: 

Algorithm 4 ET 
1: Input: Vertex x 
2: Visit x 
3: for Each child c of x do 
4: ET(c) 
5: Visit x 
6: end for 

This tour begins and ends at the root vertex of T, and hence can be considered a 

circular list. A given vertex v in T appears in ET(T) more than once; each appearance 

is referred to as an occurrence of v, denoted ov. Every edge in T appears twice. 

However, this list has 0(n) length. The method of Henzinger et al [23] breaks this 
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list at an arbitrary point, and then builds a search tree over the list such that the 

leaves of the search tree are vertices in the list. 

To delete an edge e = (u,v) from T (splitting T into two trees T\ and T2), first 

locate the two instances of e in ET(T), (oul,ovl) and (oU2,oV2). Assuming ovl comes 

before oV2, E(T2) is represented the interval ovi... oV2 of T, and ET{T\) is the what 

remains of ET{T) when ET{T2) is spliced out. 

The root of T can be switched to an arbitrary vertex v by finding (any) ov in 

ED(T), removing the entire prefix before it, appending it to the end of the tour, and 

then adding a new occurrence of ov to the end of the tour. 

This root switch operation is necessary for edge insertion. To connect T\ and T2 

via edge (u,v), reroot T2 at v, and then append ET(T2) to ET(Ti). 

All these operations have 0(\ogn) worst-case running time in a tree of fixed de

gree, and 0 ( lo
og

d") worst case running time in a tree of degree d. ET-trees are able 

to efficiently perform operations over subtrees of T (such as locating the minimum 

weighted edge in a subtree, or adding a constant value to every edge in a subtree). 

However, since the euler tour of T is broken at an arbitrary point, consecutive edges 

in a given path in T may be arbitrarily far apart in ET(T). This limits the ability of 

ET-trees to store information over paths [38]. 

3.2.3 Top Trees 

In [5], Alstrup et al refine the work of Frederickson [15, 16, 17] and present top trees. 

Top trees support edge insertion and deletion in O(logn) time. Each node of a top 

tree is a cluster which represents a subtree and a path in the original tree. It is 

represented by a subtree C and set 5C of one or two vertices in C, referred to as 

the boundary vertices. Clusters are joined via rake and compress operations, which 

aggregates the information stored at each child. Starting with a cluster representing 

every edge in the original tree T, a top tree of T is the binary tree representing all 

the contractions used to construct T. 

Top trees distinguish between local and non-local properties of trees. If an edge or 

vertex of a tree T exhibits some local property p, then all subtrees of T containing that 

vertex/edge also exhibit p. Top trees naturally lend themselves to computing local 
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properties, such as the minimum edge weight between any two vertices (in O(logn) 

time per query). In [5] the authors also present a modification to top trees that 

maintain tree center and median, again supporting O(logn) time queries, but it is 

cumbersome and does not extend to other problems easily. 

Frederickson's topology trees use individual vertices as base clusters instead of 

edges, and contracted clusters are connected by an edge that is in neither base cluster. 

This complicates the aggregation of child clusters' data, and is undesirable. 

3.2.4 Self-Adjusting Top Trees 

In [39], Tarjan et al extend top trees to include trees of arbitrary degree. However, 

the cost for edge insertion and deletion is now amortized O(logn). 

3.3 Applications 

In the network flow problem, we are given a graph G, a source vertex s, a sink vertex 

t, and a set of edge capacities. The objective is to find the maximum flow from s 

to t that doesn't exceed the capacity of any single edge in G. In [37], the authors 

use ET-trees to implement the network simplex algorithm of Goldfarb et al [22]. In 

the minimum cost max flow problem, the edges in G also have an associated cost 

per unit flow. We now seek to find the maximum flow that minimizes total flow 

cost. The algorithm given by Orlin in [30] for this problem is also implemented by 

dynamic forests in [37]. Algorithms for the maximum flow utilizing ST-trees are given 

in [20, 21]. 

Dynamic trees are also used to perform computations on dynamic graphs. For 

instance, in [23], dynamic trees are used to maintained a 1 + e approximation of 

the minimum spanning tree for a dynamic graph G. They are also used to check 

bipartiteness and fc-edge-connectivity through edge insertions and deletions in G. 



Chapter 4 

DS-Trees: Our Solution for Fully Dynamic Trees 

We now present DS-trees, our novel data structure for maintaining non-local proper

ties in dynamic forests. It, like ST-trees, is based on a path decomposition of the input 

tree. Unlike ST-trees, however, DS-trees easily implement worst-case O(logn) edge 

insertion and deletion algorithms. Furthermore, queries to an ST-tree often result in 

the path partition being changed (via expose and conceal). This is not the case with 

DS-trees, which are static throughout all queries. This allows parallel queries to be 

run on DS-trees with no cost, which is not true for ST-trees and top trees. This also 

allows users with read privileges (but not write) to execute queries on DS-trees. 

The DS-tree is again based on the spine decomposition introduced in Chapter 2. 

We utilize the fact that a vertex v in search tree S has depth 0(log ^%r) where w(v) 

denotes the number of leaf nodes descended from v and ws denotes the total such 

weight for the tree S. We maintain this attribute through edge insertions (in Section 

4.1) and deletions (in Section 4.2). 

We then use DS-trees to compute the maximum subsequence of the path between 

any two nodes in the dynamic tree, and various other standard dynamic tree opera

tions in Section 4.3 and 4.4. 

4.1 Edge insertions 

We first present our method for handling edge insertions. Consider trees T\ and T2, 

with edge e = (u,v) connecting some vertex in T\ to the root v of T2. Note that, 

without loss of generality, all trees in the forest are rooted binary trees, so vertex 

u G T\ must be of degree 2 or less. Let T •= Ti U T2. Once e is inserted, w(u) 

increases. This may alter the spine configuration of SD(T). We can check if it does 

so by traversing the path from u to the root, making changes as necessary. Consider 

the case where the spine configuration is changed. Consider a spine S = {i>o,... , ffc} 

26 
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Figure 4.1: Splitting the spine at edge (^4,^5) requires that search tree nodes A,B, 
and C are deleted 

that has been disconnected at edge (vi,Vi+i), with segment S\ — {VQ, ...,V{} being 

appended to some other spine P, and the remainder S2 = {vi+i, • • •, Vk} being formed 

into a new, shorter spine (see Figure 4.1). To construct the search tree over these 

new spines, we use the subtrees of the search tree covering the vertices in Si. We 

can identify them by tracing the path from vi+i to the root. When we reach the first 

vertex t that has some Vj(j < i) as a descendant, we delete all vertices from t to the 

root (Figure 4.1). Trees on the left side of the deleted vertex belong to Ti, and those 

on the right side belong to T2. 

We now present an algorithm to merge this collection of search trees while main

taining the depth property stipulated by the spine decomposition. We first present 

our method mergeTree (Algorithm 4.1) to merge two neighboring search trees U\ 

and U2 such that the depth of any node u G U — Ui U U2 is 0(log ^fe). When we 

merge Ui and C/2, if Wu2 ^
 wu1 we connect U2 to the root of Ui, resulting in a 3-ary 

tree U. Suppose now we merge U with a third tree U3 that lies on the opposite side 

of U\ from U2. In this case, we simply ignore Ui and merge as if it is not there. If 

wu3 *C wu, the merged tree is 4-ary. However, we show that the degree of a 4-ary 

tree can never be increased via a merge operation. 
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Figure 4.2: The various cases of mergeTree input. 
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Lemma 2. Algorithm mergeTree results in a tree U such that for any vertex u G U, 

the depth of u, denoted du{u), is at most 31og^y . 

Proof. In all cases, the depth of U-2 in U is at most 3. Hence, du{U2) < 3 < 

3 1 o g ^ < 3 1 o g - ^ . 

If the depth of a subtree T does not change during the merge operation, the depth 
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condition is still satisfied. Let w0i^, denote weight of the tree containing T before 

the merge, and wnew denote the weight of the newly-merged tree. Since wnew > 

wold, dnew(T) = dM(T) < 31og ^ < 31og ^ . 

Consider the case where U\ has root of degree 2 and WA < u>c (line 5). In this 

case (Figure 4.2b), dv(Bi) = dVl{Bi) < 3 1 o g ^ holds for i e {1,2}, and dv{A) = 

du(C) <3log(^)<3log(^). 

Consider the case where WA > wc and WB < wc (line 11). In this case (Figure 

4.2c), du(A) = duM) < 3 ! o g ^ - For B,dv(B) = dv(C) < 31og(g) < 31og(g) . 

For the case where WQ is small and is connected to the root of U\ (Figure 4.2d), 

du(A) = duM) < 31og ^ and dv{B) = dUx{B) < 3 1 o g ^ . 

We now consider the case where the root of U\ is of degree 3 (Figure 4.2e). If C 

is the "small" subtree and u>c + WD > U>A + WB (line 20), since wu > 2(w^ + U>B) 

(Figure 4.2f), dv{A) = 2 < 3 1 o g ( ^ ) < 31og(g£). 

A similar argument can be used for B. From the degree-2 case, we have that 

wc < wA + wB. Therefore, dv{C) = 2 < 3 1 o g ^ . 

If wc + WD < WA + WB, we construct T\ and T^ as in Figure 4.2g (lines 22-23). 

T\ has a root of degree 2, so we have shown that the recursive call to mergeTree 

balances A and B correctly. The depth of C is at most 3, so du(C) = 3 < 3 log ^ . 

When A is the "small" subtree (line 29), its depth does not change, and D is added 

to B U C as normal. Likewise, when U\ is a 4-ary tree (line 32), we ignore subtree A 

(Figure 4.2h) and merge as if it is a 3-ary tree (the depth of A is unchanged). • 

Lemma 3. Algorithm mergeTree results in a tree U that is 4'ar"!J-

Proof. mergeTree only alters the degree of the root of U. If XJ\ has a root vertex 

of degree 2 or 3, at most one child is added by mergeTree (line 13). If U\ has root 

of degree 4, we construct a special degree-3 case where subtree C (see Figure 4.2e) 

always has the least weight. Therefore, the case where D is appended to the root of 

U\ (line 23) is never entered, and the degree of the root of U is not increased. • 

To construct the search tree for the new spine we iteratively apply mergeTree to 

all tree fragments. 
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Algor i thm 5 mergeTree 

1: Input: Search tree fragments U\ and U2. We assume without loss of generality 
tha t wu2 < wui and U2 lies to the right of U\. 

2: Output : Merged tree U 

if U\ .root is of degree 2 then 
Consider trees A, B, C as in Figure 4.2a. 
if wA < wc then 

B\ <— the left subtree of B 
B2 <— the right subtree of B 
Join A with B\ and B2 with C as shown in Figure 4.2b and return. 

else if WA > wc t h e n 
if WB < wc t h e n 

Arrange A, B, C as in Figure 4.2c and return. 
else if WA > wc and WB > wc t h e n 

Connect C to the root of U\ (as in Figure 4.2d) and return. 
end if 

end if 

else if U\ .root is of degree 3 t h e n 
Consider trees A,B,C,D as in Figure 4.2e. 
if u>c < U>A t h e n 

{The smallest subtree is on the side being merged} 
if u>c + WJD > WA + WB t h e n 

Arrange A,B,C,D as in Figure 4.2f and return. 
else if wc + WJD < WA + WB t h e n 

Join A and B as in Figure 4.2g and denote this joined tree Ti 
Join C and D as in Figure 4.2g and denote this joined tree T2 

Recurse: mergeTree(Ti,T2) 
end if 

else if wc > wA t h e n 
{The smallest subtree is on the opposite side} 
Ignore A and merge as if U\ is B joined with C (as in Figure 4.2e) 
Connect A to the root of the resulting tree and return 

end if 

else if Ui.root is of degree 4 t h e n 
Consider trees A,B,C,D,E as in Figure 4.2h 
We know that WA and WD are small relative to WB and wc 
Merge [ / ^ B u C u D with E 
Connect A to the root of the resulting tree and return 

end if 
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Lemma 4. When an edge e = (u, v) connecting T\ and T2 is inserted into the forest, 

the spine configuration of the new tree T = Ti U T2 can be updated in O(logn) time. 

Proof. To check whether a change is necessary, all spines in the traversal from the 

insertion point to the root must be checked. This is easily done in O(logn) time by 

traversing the path P from v to the root of Ti. We now have k binary search trees 

to merge together. Note that every vertex on path P represents at most 2 search 

tree fragments; one for the spine segment that is to be concatenated with others, 

and one for the remainder (In Figure 4.1, P = {A, B,C, v5}). Hence k = O(logn). 

mergeTree runs in 0(1) time. Iteratively applying it to all tree fragments takes 

O(logn) time. • 

Casel 

.Q 
*- V 

-o; 
ex 

* * 

th V 

Figure 4.3: Edge insertion: Trees Ti and T2 are joined by edge new. 

Now we consider the scenario where joining Ti and T2 with edge e = (u, v) does 

not result in a change in spines. There are two cases (Figure 4.3) . In the first case, 

Ti is connected to some internal vertex of it of Ti. Since w(u) increases, we re-balance 

the search tree. Let UL and UR denote the spine vertices lying to the left and right 

of u, respectively. We split spine S = {uo,..., u^, U, UR, . . . , Uk] at edges (UL, U) and 

U,UR), and then re-join all the tree fragments via mergeTree. The vertex u is one 

such fragment, and if its weight has increased sufficiently the mergeTree operations 

will place it closer to the root. The weight of the vertex that is connected to S is 

increased as well, so we repeat this operation for all spines all the way up to the top 

spine. The total number of search trees to merge is linear in the number of vertices 

on the path from u to the root of Ti. Since this length is O(logn), we update the 

search trees in O(logn) time. 
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In the second case, T2 is connected to a leaf of T\. This "extends" a spine of T\ 

to include the top spine of T2. We merge the two search trees via mergeTree. The 

weight of the vertex this spine is connected to is also increased. We rebalance the 

search trees by the method described for the first case. Again, this takes O(logn) 

time. 

Corollary 2. Edge insertion in a dynamic forest of trees with spine decompositions 

has time complexity O(logn). 

4.2 Edge deletion 
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Figure 4.4: Edge removal: Tree T is split into Ti and T2 after edge (u, v) is removed. 
Vertex A is a breakpoint of T\\ the spine must be split at this point, as the child spine 
has more leaves than the rest of the topmost spine. 

Edge deletion in a dynamic forest of trees with spine decompositions is more 

complex than edge insertion (Figure 4.4). Suppose edge (u,v) is removed from a 

DS-tree T, resulting in T\ and T2 where v is the root of T2. To update the DS-tree 

for T2 it suffices to remerge all the subtrees on the topmost spine of T2. 

However, in Ti, we must check every spine node on the path from u to the root 

to see if is a breakpoint. Given that Ni(u) has decreased, at certain spine vertices the 

spine must be broken. For instance, in Figure 4.4, vertex A is one such breakpoint. 

We define algorithm FindBP which accepts as input a search tree node z and 

outputs all breakpoints between z.leftmost and z.rightmost. At each vertex z we 

store the largest value (3Z such that there is a spine node c descended from z such 

that 
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Wc > Wc+i + Wc+2 + • • • + Wrightmost(z) + (3Z 

If, due to an edge deletion, Ni(rightmost(z) + 1) becomes less than (3Z, we can 

conclude that at least one breakpoint lies between leftmost(z) and rightmost(z). It 

is also easy to maintain (3Z at each search node. If z is a search node with left child 

zL and right child ZR, 

(3Z — xnax{pZR, PZL — {wieftmost(ZR) + wieftmost^ZR)+1 + ... + wrightmost(ZR))} 

Algorithm 6 FindBP(v) 
1: Input: Vertex v in SD(T) 
2: Output: All breakpoints descended from v 

3: L <— the number of leaf nodes in T descended from the spine vertex to the right 
of rightmost(v) 

4: if L < pv then 
5: if v is a spine node then 
6: Output v 
7: else 
8: For all children c of v that are not in Pnew, FindBP(c). 
9: end if 

10: end if 

Lemma 5. Suppose edge (u,v) is removed from a DS-tree T, resulting in DS-trees 

T\ and T2 where v is the root ofT2. There are 0(logl) breakpoints in T\, where l is 

the number of leaf nodes in Tj. 

Proof. Consider breakpoints b0, bi,..., bk, where b0 is closest to the root of Tx. Note 

that Ni(b0) < I, where Nt(v) is the number of leaf nodes descended from v. 

If j < i, bj is an ancestor of 6;. 

Breakpoint 6, has two children. One is in the current spine, and one is in the 

spine connected below. The former child is an ancestor of 6i+1. This child has fewer 

descended leaves than the other. Hence, Ni(bi) > 2Ni(bi+\). 
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As we approach the root of T\ the number of descended leaves from each break

point doubles. Therefore, there are 0(logl) breakpoints. • 

We can now state algorithm DeleteEdge, which removes edge (u,v) from the 

DS-Tree T. 

S } u v 

s2 

Figure 4.5: When (u, v) is removed, if there is a spine S2 below u it must be merged 
with the segment of Si that is in T\. 

Algorithm 7 DeleteEdge 
1: Input: DS-Tree T and cut edge (u,v) 
2: Output: DS-Trees Ti and T2 where v is the root of T2 

3: Remove edge (u, v) from T by removing all search nodes on the path from u to 
the root of the spine containing u. 

4: Rebuild the search tree for the topmost spine for T2. 
5: Rebuild the search tree for the spine of Ti containing u. If u is connected to a 

second spine below, it is merged with the current spine, as in Figure 4.5. 
6: Delete all search node vertices on the path from u to the root of the topmost 

spine of SD(Ti), and re-merge the resulting subtrees, now based on the perturbed 
weight of u. 

7: Construct path Pnew = {i>o = v,v\,..., vm — SSD} through the new set of search 
trees. 

8: Determine breakpoints b0,..., bk by executing FindBP{vi) for all Vi G Pnew b0 

is the breakpoint closest to the root of Ti. 
9: Starting with breakpoint b0, we delete all vertices on the path from 6; to the root 

of the search tree, and re-configure the spines as in the case of edge insertion. 

Lemma 6. Algorithm DeleteEdge correctly updates DS-trees Ti and T2. 
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Proof. In Section 4.1 we showed how to join two spine segments. Hence, it suffices to 

show that DeleteEdge finds all breakpoints. Since Pnew passes through the root of 

every search tree it traverses, executing FindBP on all vertices in Pnew ensures that 

every breakpoint will be identified (see Figure 4.6). • 

root 

Figure 4.6: Since Pnew passes through the root of the search tree, for every 6j there 
exists a V{ as illustrated in the diagram. 

Lemma 7. Algorithm DeleteEdge finds all breakpoints bQ,... ,bk in O(logn) time. 

Proof. Each bi is connected to some vertex Vi in Pnew by path Mj. 

FindBP(vi) runs in 0(|Mj|) time. 

By the property of DS-trees, Mt < clog ^fe4) where c > 3. 

Note that w(vi) < w(&;_i), since all leaf nodes descended from i>; are also descen

dants of 6j_i. 

v ^ . * . n i w(vo) , w(vi) . w(vk) 
V M < clog - ^ + clog - ) - i ( + . . . + clog - ^ 
j ^ w(b0) w(&i) w(bk) 

w(v0) w(bo) w(bk-i) 
< c log —j—I- + c log + ... + c log • 

= clog 

= clog 

w(bQ) w(foi) ' ' ' w{bk) 
w(v0)w(bo)w(bi) • • • w(fefc-i) 

w(6o)w(6i)---w(6fc) 
w(v0) 
w(bk) 
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This is the upper bound of length of the the path from bk to v0. Therefore, 

the total length of all Mi is O(logn), and all calls to FindBP execute in O(logn) 

time. • 

With the result of Lemma 7, we are able to prove that the running time of 

DeleteEdge is O(logn). 

Lemma 8. The time complexity of algorithm DeleteEdge is O(logn). 

Proof. Steps 3/4/5: The number of trees to merge is linear in the length of the path 

from (u, v) to the root, which is O(logn) (as in the case of edge insertion). Therefore 

the time complexity is O(logn). 

Step 6: The number of trees to merge is linear in the length of the path, which is 

O(logn). 

Step 7: The length of path Pnew = {v0 = v,v1, ...,vm = sSD} is O(logn). 

Step 8: From Lemma 7, we obtain all breakpoints b0,..., bk in O(logn) time. 

Step 10: The path from hi to the root overlaps at some point with Pnew- This 

path is denoted Qi. Let Xi be the segment of Qi not in Pnew, and Y; be the segment 

of Qi that overlaps with Pnew 

Xi is equivalent to Mi from the proof of Lemma 7. Therefore X)«=o 1-̂*1 — c l ° g n -

Consider breakpoints &*, bj where i < j . Processing 6j first ensures that when 

splitting bj, the root of the search tree has changed to a vertex to the right of Pnew. 

Therefore, Yi and Yj do not overlap, as shown in Figure 4.7. This implies ^ i = 0 \Yi\ < 

\P I 
I x new | • 

The number of trees to be merged is linear in the sum of the lengths of all paths Qi, 

which is O(logn). Since trees can be merged in constant time, the time complexity 

of step 10 is O(logn). • 

4.3 Maximum subsequence queries in a dynamic forest 

Given a sequence of real numbers S, the subsequence with the highest sum is the 

maximum subsequence, and the problem of finding this subsequence is the maximum 

subsequence problem [9]. In the field of bioinformatics, this problem arises frequently 

in the analysis of DNA and protein sequences [27], homology modeling [19], ontology 
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V 

root i 

bt bj 

Figure 4.7: If bi is split before bj, we ensure that when splitting bj, the root of the 
search tree is to the right of Pnew. Therefore, Yj cannot include any of the bolded 
section of Pnew. 

matching [18], and microarray design [10]. The maximum subsequence is also used 

when ranking k maximum sums [7] and computing the longest and shortest sub-

arrays satisfying a sum or average constraint [13]. In [31], Ruzzo et al present a 0(n) 

time algorithm that computes all maximum subsequences in a given sequence. This 

problem is extended to trees as follows: 

Definition 6. Given a weighted tree T and nodes u, v, the maximum subsequence 

with respect to u and v is the maximum subsequence of the sequence formed by 

taking the edge weights on the path connecting u to v. This is denoted MS(u,v). 

The goal is to perform repeated queries of the maximum subsequence between 

various vertices in a forest that evolves over time. A top tree-based solution is im

practical as MS(u, v) is a non-local property. With respect to ET-trees, computing 

the maximum subsequence requires the aggregation of data over paths in the under

lying tree. This makes ET-trees also unsuitable. 

We first discuss the maximum subsequence problem for a sequence before extend

ing it to dynamic forests. Given a sequence S of real numbers, Tg denotes the sum 

of all elements in S and |<S| denotes the number of elements of A. Given sequences 

Si and S2, the sequence S1.S2 denotes the concatenation of Si and S?. Note that in 

this section, weight refers to the weight of an edge in the tree, and not the weight of 

a vertex in the spine decomposition. 
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Consider a sequence S — {a0 , . . -, a„- i} . S can be partitioned into 5 subsequences 

B, JVi, M, N2, L, where B and L are the maximum prefix and suffix, respectively; M 

is the maximum subsequence; N\ and N2 are the intervals between i? and M, and M 

and I/, respectively. If the entire sequence S is the maximum subsequence, M = S and 

all other subsequences are empty [6]. If no maximum subsequence exists (this is the 

case when all elements are negative), Ni = S. If S = B.NX.M.N2.F, let P$ denote the 

sequence {TB, TNl, TM, TN2, TF}. In [6], the authors demonstrate that given sequences 

Si and S2, the sum of the maximum subsequences of S1.S2 and PSl.Ps2 are identical. 

In [31], Ruzzo et al present an 0(n)-time algorithm to compute the maximum 

subsequence. For our O(logn) time query algorithm, we execute the Ruzzo algorithm 

on a sequence M of length 0(log n). When computing MS(u, v), the distance between 

u and v is 0(n) in T, but O(logn) in SD(T). We construct M from the path through 

the spine decomposition. We again use the notation established in Chapter 2, for the 

leftmost, rightmost, and cover of a vertex v. 

To compute MS(u, v) in a dynamic forest, at each search node vertex v we store 

the sequence Sv = { 7 B , T ^ , TM, TN2,TF} corresponding to the maximum subsequence 

of the edge weights taken from the path along the spine connecting v.leftmost and 

v.rightmost. 

Lemma 9. Maintaining Sv for every search tree vertex v in a dynamic forest adds 

0(1) overhead to mergeTree. 

Proof. mergeTree modifies a search tree by either creating a new vertex and assigning 

it children or connecting a subtree . In the first case, when two search tree vertices V\ 

and t>2 are joined at a new root v, we compute Sv by executing the algorithm of [31] 

on SVl.SV2 and obtaining Psvl.sV2- Since \SVl.SV2\ < 10, this takes 0(1) time. In the 

second case, if vertex vx is attached to v, we replace let Snew = SV.SV1 and replace Sv 

with Psnew- This also takes O(l) time. • 

If a vertex v is deleted during a spine splitting, its associated sequence information 

is discarded. 

Corollary 3. Edge insertion and deletion in a dynamic forest while maintaining Sv 

at every search tree vertex v takes O(logn) time. 
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nP2 

#^ ^ « ^ ^ #^ H» 9h ^ 
source e0 e> dest 

Figure 4.8: Path P' — {source,Po,Pi,P2,P3,P4, dest} connects source and dest. Ver
tices source,PO,VQ, and dest are chosen by our algorithm. Their covers are connected 
by edges eo and e\. 

dest 

Figure 4.9: If v is not selected by our algorithm, then vertices V\ and v2 are. 

We now present our query algorithm for MS(u, v). Consider the path P of length 

0(n) connecting u and v in T, and path P' of length O(logn) in SD(T). To construct 

a sequence M, we choose search tree vertices in or adjacent to P' such that their covers 

include all vertices of P. We then examine consecutive vertices in this collection and 

insert between them the edge that connects their covers (Figure 4.8). 

We choose these vertices as follows. The path P' traverses one or more search 

trees in SD(T). Within each search tree we have a path Q C P' connecting spine 

vertices source and dest. Assume without loss of generality that source is to the 

left of dest. We add a vertex v € Q if v.leftmost is source or v.rightmost is dest. 

Whenever such a vertex v is added, we remove all descendants of v that we have 

previously added. This is easy to do; we track the vertex h £ Q of least depth. If v 
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occurs before h in Q, we delete all vertices chosen so far. If v occurs after h, we delete 

all vertices chosen since h was visited. Once a vertex v with v.rightmost = dest is 

added, we stop. 

If vertex v is not added, we examine adjacent vertices vprev and vnext in Q. Assume 

vw&v is a child of v. By mergeTree, v can have up to 4 children. We choose the 

children of v that descend towards the final vertex in Q (as in Figure 4.9) and add 

them to our collection. 

Lemma 10. The aforementioned method allows us to construct a sequence M of 

length O(logn) whose maximum subsequence has the same sum as MS(u,v). 

Proof. By our aforementioned method, we build a collection of vertices V ensuring 

that for all v £ V, v does not have an ancestor also in V. Hence, each spine vertex is 

only covered at most once. 

To show that every spine vertex is covered, note that every vertex between u and v 

has an ancestor on the path P' in SD(T). If that ancestor is not added to V, then 

its immediate children are. 

For each vertex in P\ we add a constant number of vertices to V (at most 3). The 

spine segments covered by successive vertices in V are separated by at most one edge 

(Figure 6). We obtain M by concatenating the sequences associated with each search 

node vertex and the connecting edges. Both these sequences have constant length, 

hence the length of M is O(logra). • 

Corollary 4. When Sv is stored at all search nodes in SD(T), we can compute 

MS(u,v) in O'(log n) time. 

4.4 Other results 

Lemma 11. SD-trees are able to select the minimum weight edge on a path P = 

{u,..., v} in O(logn) time per query. 

Proof. At each search node s we store the edge of minimum weight on the spine 

segment covered by s. As for the solution to MS(u, v), we construct the sequence M 

as before. We then check all edges and search nodes in M, and pick the one of least 

weight. This can be done in O(logn) time. 
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When deleting a search node, this information is discarded. When a new search 

node is created, we examine the value stored at each of its children and pick the 

smallest one. Thus, the SD-tree is still maintained in O(logn) time. • 

Lemma 12. SD-trees are able to add a constant value c to all edges on a path P = 

{u,..., v} in O(logn) time. 

Proof. At each search tree node s we store a "lazy" weight w that is applied to the 

spine edges covered by s. Again, we construct the sequence M covering P, with 

length O(logn). We add c to all edge weights and "lazy" search tree node weights in 

M. • 

We are also able to maintain the tree diameter, the longest path in the tree. We 

are able to support 0(1) time diameter queries. 

Lemma 13. SD-trees maintain tree diameter in 0(1) time per query and 0(logra) 

time per tree update. 

Proof. For each search tree node s we maintain the diameter of the tree covered by 

s, s.D. We also store the longest path in the cover of s ending at leftmost(s), the 

longest path ending at rightmost(s), which we denote s.left and s.right, respectively, 

and the path s.cross connecting leftmost(x) and rightmost(s). 

When creating a new search node s with children SL and SR, we concatenate 

SL-Tight with SR.left into a new path concat and set s.D = max{concat, SL-D, SR.D}. 

We concatenate SL.cross with SR.left, compare it to SL-left, and set s.left to the 

maximum of those two values. We similarly compute s.right. All this can be done in 

0(1) time and therefore does not add any overhead to edge insertion or deletion. 

It remains to handle the case where a search node s is appended to a new parent 

q with existing children (qQ,..., qk) where k < 2. Without loss of generality, assume 

s is being appended as the new rightmost child of q. Construct a virtual search node 

v with left child q and right child s via the aforementioned method. We then replace 

q with v and attach children q0,..., qk, and s. 

When querying the diameter of a dynamic tree, we simply return SSD-D. • 
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4.5 Conclusion 

In Table 4.1 we present an overview of various solutions to the dynamic trees problem 

and and compare their ability to compute the minimum edge weight on a path and 

tree diameter, and add a constant value to all edge weights on a path. Note that 

while both top trees and DS-trees can maintain the diameter of dynamic trees, top 

trees use 0(logn) time queries while DS-trees require only 0(1) time. We also list 

which data structures are updated in O(logn) time in the worst case, and which are 

amortized O(logn). 

Data Structure 
DS-trees 
ST-trees 
Top Trees 
ET-trees 

Min Edge 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 

Diameter 
yes 
no 
yes 
no 

Add Value 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no 

Worst-case O(logn) 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 

Table 4.1: A comparison of solutions to the fully dynamic forests problem 



Chapter 5 

Future Work 

DS-trees can be further refined to handle queries for other, different tree attributes. 

For example, tree center and tree median, more examples of attributes that are typ

ically computed by tree contraction based solutions to the dynamic trees problem 

[5]. 

Currently there is no process by which a DS-tree can be re-rooted. A O(logn) 

time algorithm that changed the root of a DS-tree would allow arbitrary edge insertion 

between trees in O(logn) time. 

Additionally, DS-trees only process binary trees. Trees of arbitrary degree are 

handled via ternarization of high-degree vertices, which does not add any time or 

space complexity to DS-trees, but is still cumbersome. Extending DS-trees to more 

gracefully handle such trees would eliminate this. 
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